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(Paper read on October 24th, 1922.)
The following pages consist of impressions of the Third Assembly of the League of Nations, as seen by a member who had not attended either of the previous Assemblies. They were read at a recent meeting of the British Institute of International Affairs. Had the writer had the opportunity of revising them, he would have preferred to do so. This, however, has been precluded by the General Election, with its accompanying bustle and turmoil. With the exception of one paragraph, therefore, the paper is published in the form in which it was originally delivered.
A. S.-M. PROBABLY the first impression of the Assembly gathered by any observer, even while he realises that it may only be transitory, is a sense of make-believe and unreality. Elections are announced for Offices of the six Vice-Presidents, and for the Chairman of each of the six Committees, and at the opening meeting of each Committee a Vice-Chairman also is elected. In nearly every case the selection is, in fact, made beforehand and the election is a foregone conclusion. Again, while it is necessary that the Chairmen of Committees should be sensible men and capable of keeping order and conducting business, the Vice-Presidents of the Assembly and the Vice-Chairmen of Committees are almost purely ornamental. Another element of unreality consists in the number of high-sounding speeches which are made in the Assembly. They are full of eloquence and high moral sentiments, but of no practical utility. The Committees differ in this respect. In some of them the debates are of a really businesslike character. In one or two, however, where reports of experts are passed in review by Committees, few members of which possess expert knowledge, a certain amount of empty speechifying also occurs. The tributes in Committee to Dr. Nansen's work among refugees were a peculiarly dreary case in point. A certain amount of unreality therefore is apparent. But any careful critic soon sees that it is not important, except in so far as it involves a waste of time. The ornamental offices are necessary for the self-respect of the smaller nations, who hanker after them pathetically, and in a heterogeneous Assembly it is clear that some previous arrangement of candidates for these offices is essential. The unrealities just described therefore may be dismissed as negligible incidentals, and the real merits or weaknesses of the League looked for elsewhere.
The general result of my visit was to impress me with the usefulness which the League even now possesses (a usefulness indirect as well as direct in its effect), and with possibilities of growing usefulness to come. It has not, of course, filled a large part hitherto in settling the great international questions, which have been, or are still, in dispute, and I was myself beginning to wonder whether this meant that it would prove a failure. But my experience and impressions formed on the spot make me believe that the modesty of its present public role is no disproof of its utility present or future. At the moment that utility is limited both by the absence of the United States, Germany and Russia, and also by the reluctance of some of the Great Powers which are members to entrust it with the settlement of questions affecting them. It is perhaps as well that it has not been called upon to undertake all the duties enthusiasts would have wished. It takes time for the different nations to get into the habit of working together in what is a novel method, and for a frame of mind to develop that ensures acceptance of decisions when given. Again, every experienced administrator knows how necessary is a skilled permanent staff, and yet that its formation is a matter of time. The task is longer and more difficult when an international staff has to be welded together and trained, and the strain upon it is at least as great. On the other hand, more questions could with greater advantage have been remitted to the League than the Great Powers were willing to grant. So at least it seemed to me, and such I gathered was the opinion of some of those men best qualified to judge. It is difficult with confidence to quote individual instances in proof of this without an inside knowledge of facts. But it is very possible that a better settlement of the present Turkish crisis could have been made by the Council of the League than by the three Great Powers, Great Britain, France and Italy, acting as individuals. The above considerations form part of the answer to the criticism which was made to me: " Why does not the League do a few big things quickly, and not fiddle about with small matters? " It is also true that maany of the lesser things are still well worth doing. And some of the larger questions which have in fact been remitted to the League demonstrate its utility even under present limitations. The problem of disarmament is a case in point.
ADVANTAGES OF THE LEAGUE.
Of the advantages possessed by the League as contrasted with the previous machinery of diplomacy, some can be observed at once and some are none the less real for not being so immediately obvious. The following is a brief resume of some of them.
1. Effect of Public Opinion.-There was no question of the effect exercised by public opinion. It showed itself in many ways, but one type of case was illuminating.' 2. Permanent Organisation for Sttudying Problems.-There are a number of international problems-political, military, commercial, social-which do not admit of a quick and easy solution. What is true of disarmament is true of the White Slave traffic, or the trade in opium and drugs. In such cases a quasi permanent organisation is of great value. It can continually work at problems, or where a convention has already been made, careful work is often necessary in strengthening weak points, or putting pressure on laggard nations to come into line.
3. Opportunities for new Solutions.-The organisation of the League furnishes the opportunity for the ventilation and discussion of proposals which may lead to the solution of a problem when other methods have so far failed, and which would probably never have been brought forward had not the League organisation been in existence. 4. A Nattral Place of Appeal.-The " mediatory " character of the League is another asset of importance. It may act in two ways. A country may feel that there would be a " loss of face" in applying to another individual State, when there would be none in the case of the League as a whole. Austria is a case in point. Not only was it easier through the machinery of the Council for the different nations to agree together as to the credits they would be willing to grant, but Austria was willing and anxious to accept a High Commissioner from the League, whose presence is an indispensable condition of those credits, [NOV. when his appointment by a few individual countries might have been a matter of greater difficulty.
5. Mediating Possibilities.-Secondly, the League can act as the egg that binds the oil and vinegar together in making a good salad, impossible otherwise. Two nations may not be able to reach an agreement. It may be due to the difficulties of the subject matter, or even the incompatibility of two temperaments, and in such cases the mediatory power of the League may be of supreme value. There are, of course, obvious limitations to the applicability of such mediation. Thus the question of debts and reparations is so important, and so essentially a part of the war settlement, that France and England would probably be reluctant to submit it to the arbitrament of the League, but the debate on the subject was most instructive. It also was noteworthy because of the freedom with which the resentment of the smaller States, who suffer from the general instability, was expressed to the Great Powers.
6. Avoidance of Jealousies in Respect of Territories.-A further advantage possessed by the League is that, by being a possible administrator of disputed districts, jealousies are avoided which might otherwise be acute. Danzig and the Saar basin are instances of this, and the record of administration has been good. Of course this solution is not applicable everywhere, e. g. to Eastern Galicia. But it may well afford a way out of the difficulties in Thrace, as well as in the neutral zone round the Bosphorus and Dardanelles.
7. Mlandated Countries.-The surveillance by the League over mandated territories is a kindred question. To answer an inquisition is, of course, irksome for the mandatory Powers. But if the principle is accepted of mandated territories at all, it is probably wholesome. Misconceptions may have to be explained. But the experience of a fair-minded administrator will, I believe, lead him to the conclusion that, while it is annoying to have to answer either misconceptions or ignorant criticism, yet on a broad view of the whole question it is a good thing for administration of native races to be kept up to the mark by the possibility of the criticisms that may have to be faced.
8. More Effective International Co-operation in Lesser Matters. The last particular advantage which the League possesses, and which I need only briefly mention, is that which will be most readily understood. The regular annual meetings of the Assembly, together with the interim meetings of the Council, furnish opportunities for general co-operation with an effective-ness impossible before. Concerted arrangements, for example, for the relief of suffering refugees in Asia Minor were effected within twenty-four hours. The same is true with regard to international action of other kinds. Conventions on subjects like transport, treatment of goods, patents, problems of social welfare, and the like may appear long to make and longer still to carry out. But, long as this time may appear to the ardent reformer, it represents a speed that is almost hectic as compared with the greatest speed that was possible under the conditions of diplomatic correspondence in old days.
I hope I have not exaggerated the usefulness of the League. To me it seems real and undoubted, and indeed I think I have under-stated the value of the growing power of public opinion. At the same time it is necessary to recognise the elements of weakness, both as they exist at present and as they may develop. And I will briefly indicate these as they appeared to me. WEAKNESSES AND DANGERS OF TIHE LEAGUE.
1. Inability to Enforce Deci8ions.-First and foremost, of course, is the difficulty of enforcing a decision which has been reached by the League. No one possessing common-sense could expect the League to try to take any action at present against a non-Member, whether Soviet Russia or any other, even although the abstract justice of the case-e. g. that of Armenia and Georgia-might be beyond dispute. But the same is true of points at issue between members of the League themselves. The League would at the present moment be unable to enforce a decision on the Polish-Lithuanian dispute against a recalcitrant party.
2. Reluctance to Raise Questions that might Cause Dispute.-For the same reason it is chary of dealing with a question which might involve it in such a dispute, e. g. the problem of Eastern Galicia. The reason, of course, is obvious. France and England and the other Great Powers might be prepared to back with force a decision affecting their own interests, though even this the Turkish dispute has shown to be doubtful. But the peoples of Europe are so sick of war that their representatives will not risk engaging to send troops on a piece of knight-errantry.' Later on the case may well be different. Even now pressure of -It is possible that in future the League will run the risk of non-enforcement of another and less serious kind. Some enthusiastic reformers may endeavour to get conventions made to which the various Governments may append a pious signature, but which they will do little to carry into effect. So long as conventions merely concern matters of practical convenience, transport, patent law and the like, the risk will be small. It will be to everybody's interest to execute the convention, just as it is to walk on the right side of the road. But it will be different when trade interests are affected. Of the latter class of case the present Opium Convention is a significant instance. Care and self-restraint will therefore have to be exercised not to outrun what is practical. This much, however, can be said: that, where conventions already exist which have not been fully carried out, more has been already done, and clearly can be done, by the League than under the old regime before it. The Opium Convention and the Slavery Convention are melancholy examples.
4. Possible Division into Parties.-Other dangers also clearly confront the League. At present there is no division of parties within it. The French, it is true, are inclined to take up a particularist attitude, but when they do so they arouse resentment rather than sympathy. The entry of Germany, however, will be a critical test in this respect. Whether a real public spirit will develop sufficient to prevent the League becoming a focus of intrigue and counter-intrigue, will depend largely on the presence of representatives of sufficient weight who will try to take a just view. For this reason the entry of the United States will be doubly desirable if Germany becomes a member. 5. Will it Degenerate into a Debating Society ?-A danger of quite another kind may possibly be experienced. At present there is work enough and to spare to keep delegates busy for a month.
Only a small portion of the time, however, is occupied with a review of the work of the Council, and the rest is taken up by the detailed work in the Committees. What of the future? The review by the Assembly of the work of the Council is absolutely necessary. But nations may not think that it is justifiable to go to the expense of sending delegates for the length of time that this alone would involve. The Committee work is the problem. Nothing brings a body so quickly into disrepute as the need for " cooking up " unnecessary items to fill an agenda sheet. Yet will there be enough useful work which outght to be done to occupy their time ? Looking to the subjects assigned to the different Committees, I think they should have ample work to do. But I mention the possibility, as it is one that should be kept in view.
POSSIBLE
CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
1. Assembly and Council.-In this connection one general consideration may be of interest. The League as an administrative body is in a very early stage of development. The Council and the Assembly are each independent of the other. At present, for obvious reasons, they do not clash. But by degrees it seems likely that the Assembly will increasingly assert its control over the Council. A significant fact this year was the increase of four elected members to six, as against the four nominees of the Great Powers. In the end I imagine we may see the Council having to account more and more strictly for the work that they may have done. What will be the outcome it is hard to say. They cannot be dismissed as is a Parliament, nor can individual members become, like Cabinet Ministers, the heads of particular sections of the Administration. The fact that there is no electorate to elect or dismiss, precludes such a development. But that the Council will continue to have great power is fairly certain, since the effective force of the League depends largely on the backing given by the great nations, and it is in the Council that their weight is felt. The same considerations enhance the need for a first-class staff in the Secretariat.
2. " Free Lances."-One other general consideration is also important. Again and again speakers solemnly exhorted the Assembly and the Committees to remember that they sat there as delegates of their respective States. Critics might cavil at Lord Robert Cecil or Dr. Nansen, but their influence was undoubted. And it is clear that if the League is to function properly, there must be an expression of opinion on the merits of the case untrammelled by any notions of interest. Such " free lances " may not be popular at the moment with the parties either directly criticised or otherwise affected, but, provided they are men of judgment, their presence is most valuable. In the scheme of the Assembly as at present constituted their presence is accidental, but it is, in fact, absolutely necessary. IMPORTANCE TO SMALLER NATIONS I cannot conclude this address without referring to two features of the Assembly which are of great interest and importance. The first is the importance which, so far as an observer can tell, is attached to it by some of the smaller nations. Of the Great Powers Great Britain is probably the nation in which public opinion is most preponderantly in favour of the League. So true is this, that, with certain honourable exceptions, disbelief in the League takes in England the form of lip-service in public, however outspoken in private may be the disbelief and contempt for the League and all its works. But for obvious reasons, connected largely with the war, we do not yet look upon it as the centre of interest for us in our international relations. This, however, is exactly what it is for many of the smaller nations. Some of the reasons, at any rate, are not far to seek. It is the League, for example, that deals with the rights of Minorities. The position, however, which the League already occupies in the regard of such nations is both a proof of its vitality and a promise of its possible development.
POSITION OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
1. Prominent Position.-The last subject on which I would touch is the position of the British Empire in the League. Worthy of remark, first and foremost, was its commanding position. Most of the suggestions of substance came from British representatives. What was equally remarkable was the apparent absence of jealousy of this fact among the general body of the other representatives. I made inquiries upon the point, and, though my sources of knowledge, other than British, were limited, I think my impressions could be corroborated by others.
2. Candid Domestic Criticism.-Perhaps the reason for this may be found, in part at any rate, in another phenomenon. The most free direct criticisms were those expressed by one part of the British Empire of another. One whole morning's debate of the Assembly was so occupied, with the solitary intervention of a speech by a negro from Haiti ! This domestic readiness to wash British linen in public caused, I am told, general surprise and also some amusement. But on the whole it clearly has a good effect, since it creates an impression of British good faith, which is very valuable. In any serious crisis, moreover, it does not mean that the different parts of the British Empire would not stand together, and yet, though this probability was also appreciated, suspicion or resentment was not aroused. Such a view of the British share in the Assembly may perhaps be too optimistic, but I do not think so. It is due chiefly to the general attitude of the British delegations, but also, it should be stated, to the very outstanding parts played by two of the British representatives, differing widely as they do froin one another, Lord Balfour and Lord Robert Cecil.
A. STEEL-MAITLAND.
